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IN COVERSATION 
WITH THE SOFT 
ROCK KINGS OF 
CHICAGO

Interview and photos

by Kristina Pedersen

Two of  the Walters, the two biggest dog walking shit talking 
punk rock divas of  The Walters, let me buy them slushies 
(blue raspberry and red raspberry) in exchange for answering 
a few questions about the unrelenting success of  their band. 
The Walters are Chicago natives with Luke Olson as lead 
singer, Walter Kosner as lead guitar, Joey Lucente on guitar, 
Charlie Eckhaus on drums and producing, MJ on keys and 
vocals, and Danny Wells on bass. Throughout most of  the 
interview, Luke and Walter would follow up their statements 
with, “but don’t make us sound like assholes.” They landed 
a deal with a major label less than a year after forming a 
band and they’ll put on the best punk rock show for anyone 
who has ever been compared to the Beach Boys, or at all, so 
let’s all pack a sack lunch and give them the benefit of  the 
doubt about their tongue-in-cheekiness. They are incredibly 
modest and positive guys but they don’t fuck around about 
their burning passion for soft rock. I’ve known Luke for a 
while now and, since then, don’t think he has gone a day 
without reminding me how to be the best:

Luke: (Whisper yelling, kind of  scary/definitely insane) It’s 
about waking up everyday and before your eyes even pop open, 

summoning the courage… and the core strength… to crush all 

opponents. You have to wake up and breathe victory into your 

lungs. It’s about waking up every day knowing you can squash 

any thing or any person that doubts you like a bug into bug juice 

that you then plop right into the garbage. You have to wake up 

everyday and feel in your veins the blood of  a thousand kings. 

You breathe in and breathe out and be at peace with the universe 

knowing you are the best. The morning sunlight touches your face 

and asks you, “Who are you going to be today?” and if  your 

answer isn’t, “ The best,” then don’t  even bother waking up.  

Luke Olson and Walter Kosner 
of The Walters talked to Easy 
Magazine about Chicago punk 
rock, working out, and their 
debut album, Young Men.
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This strange mantra plus an ALLEGEDLY rigorous 
interval circuit workout (I’m trying to be cool but my 
ass has been served by this workout many times) plus 
some really talented dudes with an uncanny knack 
for combining catchy pop melodies with rich old 
school harmonies plus another dude named Felipe 
who is always falling asleep plus the weirdest sense 
of  humor and most admirably ambitious attitudes… 
are the forces driving The Walters’ success. 

The Walters released the EP Songs for Dads shortly 
after forming the band in the fall of  2014. The EP 
is the kind of  tape that you don’t just have a favorite 
song or two. It’s the kind of  tape that you listen to 
all the way through and then listen to it again. It is 
like a nice long breeze punched up with simple but 
powerful moments in every track. It’s a little dramatic 
in an easy kind of  way. Hypothetically speaking, if  
you were driving in your sister’s (mom’s) Mazda up 
the coast in San Diego to a place called Sunset Cliffs 
and you were listening to the track I Love You So on 
repeat, you could easily fall in love with someone or 
something (myself  was all that was available at the 
time, results may vary). It’s just got that power and it 
finds its way so smoothly into your feelings. 

Luke had never actually played guitar before a few 
years ago. Previous careers include: quarterback, 
baller (starter- nickname Mr. Smooth), actor, 
cemetery lawn mower… retired from all with great 
success (note the mantra). Luke moved back from 
New York City to Kenosha, Wisconsin, after a few 
months of  not giving a shit about acting school. He 
started playing guitar, decided he wanted to be a rock 

star, and then met Walter Kosner through other 
members of  the band, Charlie and MJ. Walter, 
the man behind the golden sunset sounding 
solos, had been playing for a long time but 
wasn’t in any bands throughout college.

Walter: I was in a two-week experiment with 

Danny… Dishwasher babies. Dishwater babies? 

We might not have decided on it yet, didn’t get that 

far. And we had one song that we played over and 

over again…for nobody. 

They started playing together on and off for 
two years and then formed The Walters. Each 
member is his own dude. Every Walter does 
his own thing in a different way and it all came 
together to make a viscous and substantial 
beachy/soft/pop/punk EP that landed them a 
deal with Canvasback, a label under the parent 
Atlantic Records. They released two singles, 
Hunk Beach and I Wanna Be Good, and a music 
video. The best part is that their new tracks, and 
the unreleased songs they play at shows, are all 
so different in their own right and different from 
the EP as a collection. As a group, they believe 
in making what they like to listen to and what 
they like to play. If  I may have the pleasure of  
quoting myself, the description “beachy soft pop 
punk” really underscores their range, both in a 
single song and in their entire body of  work. 

Walter: People connote our sound with our EP but 

we aren’t really going for anything specific. Music 
is weird though because in other art forms, like if  

you’re a director or something, you would be considered a 

coward or a shitty director if  you made the same movie 

over and over… Most bands and popular music, in 

terms of  just fan bases, usually get pissed when they 

change their sound. And it’s kind of  weird because…

who decided that? Why does your group have to make the 

same music over and over?

Luke: Whatever we put out next…it’s gonna be 

versatile…if  we want it to be. 

[Laughs at his own joke]. 

It’s true, their new songs are all really catchy hits 
(unless they are intimately cinematic slower tracks) 
and all really different. They really are on the 
front lines making whatever they want and their 
self-released EP was the pure epitome. Their most 
versatile asset though is their live show. It’s really 
fucking punk rock. Luke loses it, Joey works it, 
Danny gets in a real groovy zone, Walter kills his 
solos and Charlie jams. MJ on keys and vocals is the 
newest edition to their act and even after the first 
show he played with them it’s already better with his 
harmonies. It’s a real experience. It reminds you why 
people pay to stand in front of  other people playing 
music. 

Luke: Our show is a show. It’s important that we’re 

entertaining to watch. 

Walter: I like our band because every single person is 

different. When you see us perform you see that we’re all 
very different. 
Luke: Nobody’s trying to do too much anything that they 

don’t already do. And as far as next level goes… I’m 

pretty much just going to have to kill myself  on stage 

by the time I’m 30. Jumping off the ceiling, flying on 
ropes…like a real circus show. I want to have, like, dogs- 

pit bulls, like, wild ones – chained up and while we’re 

playing I Love You So have pit bulls just like growling 

at people.

Walter: Or Danny. You could have him chained up.

Since we were at the Tastee Freez and since the 
Chicago music scene right now is putting out the best 
new music, we talked about how they think they fit in 
with that community.  

Walter: In Chicago people are making music that they 

want to make and listen to, and on the coast people are all 

just trying to be really different from each other. 
Luke: Chicago is pretty much taking it over. Twin Peaks 

and The Orwells and a huge rap scene… and now 

there’s us coming in making the softer rock. And all are 

really great live. 

Walter: Softer music…

Luke: Softer dicks…

“Hypothetically speaking, 
if you were driving in your 
sister’s (mom’s) Mazda up 
the coast in San Diego to a 
place called Sunset Cliffs 
and you were listening to 
the track I Love You So on 
repeat, you could easily 
fall in love with someone 
or something.”


